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Cupcakes & Casualties - Agatha Frost 2017

The 7th book in the BESTSELLING Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery
Series!Excitement blossoms through Peridale when a prestigious
gardening magazine picks the village as the spotlight for their next issue,
but that joy quickly turns to dread when members of the local gardening
society, The Peridale Green Fingers, start dying one by one after their
obituaries are sent to The Peridale Post the day before their
murders.Julia is asked to bake macarons for the magazine's unveiling of
'The Best Garden in Peridale' party, but with death striking the village,
she has more important things to worry about. Is somebody killing The
Green Fingers' to better their chances of winning the title as well as the
cash prize, or is there something more sinister happening? With her old
friend and newspaper reporter, Johnny, by her side, Julia must uncover
the truth before every member of the club is crushed like an unwanted
weed.Book 7 in the Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery series! Can be read as a
standalone but will be enjoyed more as part of the series. A light, cozy
mystery read with a cat loving and cafe-owning amateur female sleuth, in
a small village setting with quirky characters. Written in British English.
No cliffhanger, swearing, gore or graphic scenes!
Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery Series - Agatha Frost 2017-04-29
THE BESTSELLING FIRST 3 BOOKS IN THE PERIDALE CAFE SERIES!
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!Join Julia South and friends in the
quaint British village of Peridale as she juggles her cafe, her cat, her
blossoming new romance with the new village Detective Inspector, all
while solving the villages mysterious murders! 3 complete
BESTSELLING cozy mystery series in 1 book!PANCAKES AND CORPSES
(Book 1)Soon to be divorced Julia South never expected to be caught up
in solving a murder, until she discovered the body of her cafe's most
awkward customer. With a new smug Detective Inspector in town who
underestimates her every move, Julia makes it her mission to discover
the real murderer, before her village friends are dragged into the frame,
and more bodies are discovered.LEMONADE AND LIES (Book 2)When
the entire village is invited to a garden party for a mysterious 'special
announcement', nobody expected that party to end with a man being
thrown to his death from a window. The murder is committed at Julia
South's estranged father's manor, so all eyes in Peridale turn to her to
solve the case. In a race against the clock, Julia must juggle her
blossoming romance with Detective Inspector Brown, and her young
lodger, Jessie's, sudden strange behaviour, to uncover the truth behind
the man's untimely death. With members of her own family in the frame,
will Julia like what she discovers?DOUGHNUTS AND DECEPTION (Book
3)Julia never expected to be caught up in another murder investigation,
but when she discovers that homeless people are dying suspiciously and
the police aren't investigating, she can't sit back and do nothing. After
promising her young lodger, Jessie, that she will do everything she can to
help, Julia finds herself diving headfirst into the case, aided by her new
Detective Inspector boyfriend, Barker. Sure there is a serial killer
preying on the vulnerable residents of an old burnout warehouse, Julia
must act quickly to get to the bottom of the mystery, but can she crack
the case before more bodies turn up?The first 3 books in the Peridale
Cafe series! Can be read as a standalones but will be enjoyed more as
part of the series. A light, cozy mystery read with a cat loving and cafeowning female amateur sleuth, in a small village setting with quirky
characters. No cliffhanger, swearing, gore or graphic scenes!FULL
PERIDALE CAFE READING ORDER:1. Pancakes and Corpses2.
Lemonade and Lies3. Doughnuts and Deception4. Chocolate Cake and
Chaos (OUT NOW!)5. Shortbread and Sorrow (PREORDER)
Champagne and Catastrophes - Agatha Frost 2018
Julia and Barker have finally set a date for the wedding, but that doesn't
mean Julia has jumped straight into the planning, even though it's only
three months away. With their daughter, Jessie, backpacking around
Australia for the month, Julia has no excuse not to start the preparations,
but she can't bring herself to dive into the huge task. An old school friend

Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery Series - Agatha Frost 2017-07-25
THE BESTSELLING BOOKS 4-6 IN THE PERIDALE CAFE SERIES!
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!"The Peridale Cafe series is one of
the most enjoyable series in the cozy mystery genre!Join Julia South as
she continues to develop her relationship with Detective Inspector
Barker Brown, teach her lodger and apprentice, Jessie, and get caught
up in even more murders in Peridale and beyond! 3 complete
BESTSELLING cozy mystery series in 1 book!CHOCOLATE CAKE AND
CHAOS (Book 4)A funeral wreath is delivered to Barker's cottage. Is it a
prank, or a grim warning? Julia's fears that somebody is trying to kill
Barker are confirmed when a dead body with a striking resemblance to
him is found on his doorstep the very next day, just as their romance is
deepening. Barker might be on temporary suspension from his role as
Detective Inspector at the village police station, but that doesn't mean
he's short of enemies in Peridale, especially when a dark face from his
past arrives in the small village to stir up painful memories. With an
unclear list of suspects and motives, Julia vows to keep Barker safe, but
can they figure out the puzzle as they work outside of the law in a race
against time to stop Barker paying the ultimate price?SHORTBREAD
AND SORROW (Book 5)When Julia's gran, Dot, wins an all-inclusive spa
trip to Scotland, Julia finds it difficult to refuse the offer of a relaxing
week away from her caf�. Along with her sister, Sue, they pack up her
tiny vintage car and drive all the way from Peridale to Seirbigh Castle,
ready to be pampered. The last thing Julia expected was to be caught up
in another murder investigation, but when the cruel owner of the familyrun spa, Henry McLaughlin, is shot dead, she can't resist ditching the
facemasks and massages in favour of cracking the case.Julia quickly
befriends the young cook and talented-baker, Blair, and acquires a job in
the kitchen so she can observe the strange family in the wake of the
murder. Henry's wife and children are acting suspicious, and with an
incompetent young Detective Inspector on the case, Julia makes it her
mission to discover the secrets held within the ancient walls before
Seirbigh Castle claims another victim.ESPRESSO AND EVIL (Book
6)When a coffee shop opens in the village, Julia is surprised when her
customers flock to the new business, leaving her caf� almost empty. A
failed protest against the corporate chain store leaves Julia wondering if
her caf� can survive, but she suddenly has bigger fish to fry when the
owner of the coffee shop is poisoned, and she is framed for his murder.As
Julia attempts to clear her name, she is stopped in her tracks when an
unwanted familiar face arrives in Peridale. Her past and present crash
together, threatening to jeopardise her blossoming relationship with
Barker. Julia's history is back to haunt her, and she is forced to deal with
the consequences of her actions before it is too late. Somebody is trying
to frame Julia for her rival's murder, but can she juggle her most
challenging case yet with her complicated love life before she loses more
than just her caf�?Parts 4-6 in the Peridale Cafe series! Can be read as
standalones but will be enjoyed more as part of the series. A light, cozy
mystery read with a cat loving and cafe-owning female amateur sleuth, in
a small village setting with quirky characters. No cliffhangers, swearing,
gore or graphic scenes!FULL PERIDALE CAFE READING ORDER:1.
Pancakes and Corpses2. Lemonade and Lies3. Doughnuts and
Deception4. Chocolate Cake and Chaos5. Shortbread and Sorrow6.
Espresso and Evil7. Macarons and Mayhem8. Fruit Cake and Fear
Murder of a Straw Man - Robyn Beecroft 2018-10-14
A murdered dancer. An attractive policeman. A tangled mystery.Newly
settled in a quaint small town in the English Fens, Rory Cornwell knows
no-one and is too shy to go out and make friends. When a local festival is
marred by the murder of a morris dancer, his pretty house-mate Haley is
distraught
Macarons and Mayhem - Agatha Frost 2017-07-24
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of Julia's moves into the cottage across the lane, and she is over the
moon when she finds out that Leah happens to be a wedding planner.
Julia feels like fate has delivered Leah to her, but things soon turn sour
when it seems not everyone in the village is happy to have Leah back
after two decades away. When Leah vanishes under suspicious
circumstances days into the wedding planning, Julia quickly learns that
her old friend isn't quite what she thought.With Julia's other best friends,
Roxy and Johnny, in the frame for Leah's disappearance, Julia must get to
the bottom of the case. Where has Leah gone, why are Roxy and Johnny
so involved, and what did Leah do that was so terrible twenty years ago?
Ice Cream and Incidents - Agatha Frost 2018
"A free holiday to a seaside B&B run by drag queens sounds like the
perfect way to spend a relaxing week away from Peridale, or so Julia
South thought. When she arrives at the quirky B&B with her family, she's
determined to have a fun break, but she quickly finds herself in the
middle of another puzzling mystery when a lighting rig falls on the star
drag performer, Simone Phoenix. Was it an accident, or something more
sinister? Julia quickly befriends the owner, Russell, and learns that the
seemingly tight-knit drag family working at Sparkles are not without
their problems. With secrets and lies revolving around love, money, and
revenge, each of them appears to have a motive for wanting Simone out
of the way. Can Julia resist the lure of cracking yet another case for the
sake of having a peaceful family holiday by the sea, or will the urge to
uncover the truth take over once again?"-- Page [4] of cover.
Red Velvet and Revenge - Agatha Frost 2019
"When Julia South-Brown is asked to judge the first Peridale Bake Off
competition alongside local radio DJ, Tony Bridges, she expects it to be
some light village fun while her new husband, Barker Brown, finishes
work on his second novel. However, it ends up being anything but when
Tony shows he is nothing like his charming radio personality. When
someone takes advantage of his severe and well-publicised peanut
allergy with a contaminated red velvet cake in the middle of the
competition, Julia isn't surprised to find herself with another murder
mystery to solve! With Tony having mistreated everyone from his wife,
ex-wife, assistant, and most people unlucky enough to have crossed his
path, Julia isn't short of suspects. But, what should be a cut and dry
investigation turns into something wholly more complicated thanks to
Julia suddenly being responsible for her baby brother when her father
and step-mother find themselves indefinitely stranded in Ibiza thanks to
a banana boat and a broken leg. While juggling a baby, a complicated
case, and a slew of other personal dilemmas, Julia is forced to face tough
decisions that will impact the rest of her life. Family proves more
important than ever, but can Julia hold hers together? With her sleuthing
putting her in increasingly more treacherous situations with each
passing day, can Julia stay safe, or will this prove one case too far?"-Provided by publisher.
Pancakes and Corpses - Agatha Frost 2017-01-24
The FIRST in a NEW COZY MYSTERY series!Soon to be divorced Julia
South never expected to be caught up in solving a murder, until she
discovered the body of her cafe's most awkward customer. With a new
smug Detective Inspector in town who underestimates her every move,
Julia makes it her mission to discover the real murderer, before her
village friends are dragged into the frame, and more bodies are
discovered.Book 1 in the Peridale Cafe Mystery series! A light, cozy
mystery read with a cat loving and cafe owning female amateur sleuth, in
a small village setting with quirky characters. No cliffhanger, swearing,
gore or graphic scenes!
Doughnuts and Deception - Agatha Frost 2017-03-23
The 3rd book in the BESTSELLING Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery
series!Julia never expected to be caught up in another murder
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investigation, but when she discovers that homeless people are dying
suspiciously and the police aren't investigating, she can't sit back and do
nothing. After promising her young lodger, Jessie, that she will do
everything she can to help, Julia finds herself diving headfirst into the
case, aided by her new Detective Inspector boyfriend, Barker. Sure there
is a serial killer preying on the vulnerable residents of an old burnout
warehouse, Julia must act quickly to get to the bottom of the mystery, but
can she crack the case before more bodies turn up?Book 3 in the
Peridale Cafe Mystery series! Can be read as a standalone but will be
enjoyed more as part of the series. A light, cozy mystery read with a cat
loving and cafe owning female amateur sleuth, in a small village setting
with quirky characters. No cliffhanger, swearing, gore or graphic scenes!
Blueberry Muffins and Misfortune - Agatha Frost 2018
When Barker's book launch is ruined by the sudden appearance of a
decade-old skeleton, Julia finds herself with another cold case on her
hands. It quickly becomes evident that the skeleton belongs to Mabel
Crump, the former manager of the library, but with Mabel supposedly
having fled Peridale for a new life in Spain ten years previously, how did
she end up there, and more importantly, why? With Mabel's family
gathered in Peridale for the ninetieth birthday of her husband, Julia soon
realises the Crump family are not all they seem. Did one of the Crumps
kill Mabel, or did someone in Julia's family murder the former librarian?
Between the skeleton, Barker's sudden rise to author fame, and an
unexpected love rival, Julia must juggle the different sides of her life to
piece together her most challenging case yet. With secrets and lies
spanning back ten long years, can Julia crack the case before everything
crumbles around her?
Chocolate Cake and Chaos - Agatha Frost 2017-04-28
Book 4 in the BESTSELLING Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery series!A funeral
wreath is delivered to Barker's cottage. Is it a prank, or a grim warning?
Julia's fears that somebody is trying to kill Barker are confirmed when a
dead body with a striking resemblance to him is found on his doorstep
the very next day, just as their romance is deepening. Barker might be on
temporary suspension from his role as Detective Inspector at the village
police station, but that doesn't mean he's short of enemies in Peridale,
especially when a dark face from his past arrives in the small village to
stir up painful memories. With an unclear list of suspects and motives,
Julia vows to keep Barker safe, but can they figure out the puzzle as they
work outside of the law in a race against time to stop Barker paying the
ultimate price?Book 4 in the Peridale Cafe Mystery series! Can be read
as a standalone but will be enjoyed more as part of the series. A light,
romantic, cozy mystery read with a cat loving and cafe-owning female
amateur sleuth, in a small village setting with quirky characters. Written
in British English and 37,000 words long. No cliffhanger, swearing, gore
or graphic scenes!
Wedding Cake and Woes - Agatha Frost 2018
Julia and Barker's wedding day is finally here, but will everything go to
plan? There's murder afoot once again in Peridale, and this time all
fingers seem to be pointing to members of the church choir!
Lemonade and Lies - Agatha Frost 2017-02-12
Book 2 in the Peridale Cafe Cozy Mystery Series!Soon to be divorced
Julia South never expected to be caught up in solving a murder, until she
discovered the body of her cafe's most awkward customer. With a new
smug Detective Inspector in town who underestimates her every move,
Julia makes it her mission to discover the real murderer, before her
village friends are dragged into the frame, and more bodies are
discovered.Book 2 in the Peridale Cafe Mystery series! Can be read as a
standalone, but enjoyed better as part of the series. A light, cozy mystery
read with a cat loving and cafe owning female amateur sleuth, in a small
village setting with quirky characters. No cliffhanger, swearing, gore or
graphic scenes!
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